
The Q-Bit is a revolutionary hole cutter that allows 
you to quickly cut out device holes. The Q-Bit is 
built to work with any standard oscillating tool. 

SHUGI’S SLIP DISCS
In a bind with your hole saw? Get freed up with the Copper Washer. The Copper 
Washer goes in between your hole saw and the arbor to help reduce binding and 
make it easy to take them apart once you are done drilling.

Part#
90512 - 1/2"
90558 - 5/8"

(Packs of Five)

THE ONLY ROUND MULTI-TOOL
HOLE CUTTER ON THE MARKET

Features:
- Bimetal
- Holes on side to easily pop out cut drywall
- Arbor bit included
- Can be paired with our Driller’s Dust Bowl to 

capture all the drywall dust

Part# 42690 - 6 3/8"

The new Multi-Tool Hole Saw Cutters from Rack-A-Tiers are available in the 2 most 
common recessed lighting sizes 3 3/8” and 4 ¼”. Simply clip them on your oscillating 
multi-tool and you’re ready to go. Make quick work of your hole cutting without the 
risk of damaging your wire that comes with using a standard hole saw.

Features:
- Available in 3 3/8" and 4 ¼" to cover the 

most common recessed lights
- Pull your wire stub through the holes in 

the saw during cutting without causing 
any damage

The 6 3/8" Drill Operated Hole Saw will cut cleaner, faster holes for your recessed lights. 
Put less stress on your wrists with this easy to use hole saw.

Part# 42675 - 3 3/8"
Part# 42680 - 4 1/4" 

- Reduce the strain on your 
wrists caused by standard 
battery drills

- Less dust, less mess
- Cuts cleaner holes than a 

standard hole saw

 Drill operated round hole cutter
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Quickly & effectively sharpens oscillating 
saw blades with the use of a hand drill.

- Includes 2x Bi-Metal Blades and 2x Wood/Plastic Blades
- Cuts very quickly and neatly through wood & drywall
- Notch out joists and studs for cables & pipes
- Cuts out cabinetry for device boxes
- Remove baseboards for heaters and devices
- Creates minimal dust and disturbance
- Cuts easily in awkward access situations

Part# H4EMK
Electrician’s Kit (Four Blades)
Part# H5EMK
Electrician’s Kit (Five Blades)
Part# H32CJ1
Japanese Tooth Blade 32mm
Part# H44BM1
Bi-Metal Blade - 44mm
Part# H63CJ1
Japanese Tooth Blade - 63mm 
Part# H44TN1
Titanium Alloy Bi-Metal Blade - 44mm 

Blade 1: 32mm Bi-Metal Wood and Nails
Blade 2: 32mm Coarse Tooth Wood
Blade 3: 44mm Bi-Metal Wood and Nails
Blade 4: 64mm Coarse Tooth Wood

Multi-Tool 4 Piece Blade Kit
Part# H8475

Contains:
2 x 1-3/4” Bi-Metal blades 45mm (1 x Titanium Plated, 
Wood/Plastic/Metal))
1x 1-1/4” Bi-Metal blade 32.5mm (Wood)
1 x 2-5/8” Bi-Metal blade 68mm (Wood/Plastic/Metal)

4 Piece Multi-Tool Blade Set
Bi-metal oscillating Multi-Tool Blade 
Set for a wide variety of cutting 
applications. Cut quickly and neatly 
through wood, drywall, plastic, nails 
and other similar materials. The 4 
Piece Blade Set can be used with 
most standard oscillating multi-tools. 
Great for multiple applications 
including: cutting out baseboards, 
drywall device holes, cabinetry, etc.

- Made up of 15 - 3” diameter metal cutting disks
- Overall width: 1 1/2”
- Will NOT sharpen carbide tipped blades
- To be used with hand drill only
- Always wear safety glasses

Features:

Part# H91538
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- To be used with hand drill only
- Always wear safety glasses

Features:

Part# H91538

The flexible Driller’s Dust Bowl compresses 
against the work surface and traps all dust and 
debris as you drill. The bowl fits your drill and 
hole saw without any adjustments needed.

You may enjoy a face full of drywall dust, but 
your customers might not. Put an end to 
“unprotected hole sawing” and wrap up with 
the Driller’s Dust Bowl.

Please note hole saw is not included.

Mfg Note:
You may enjoy a face full of drywall dust, 
but your customers might not. Put an end 
to "unprotected hole sawing" and wrap up 
with the Driller's Dust Bowl.

Driller’s Dust Bowl Pro 

With Vacuum Adapter

The Driller’s Dust Bowl got upgraded! Now 
available the Driller’s Dust Bowl Pro 
equipped with a vacuum adapter.

- Easy disposal of debris.
- Works with hole saws up to 8″.

SAVE YOUR LUNGS! CUTTING HOLES WITHOUT PROTECTION CAN BE HAZARDOUS TO 
YOUR HEALTH. PROTECT YOU AND YOUR CREW WITH THE HOLE-IN-ONE.

Stay clean and safe with this multi-functional, 
fully adjustable hole saw equipped with a 
transparent cover that collects dust.

- Includes Carbide Tipped and High Speed    
  Steel blades.
- Cuts through: plywood, MDF, sheetrock, light  
  sheet metal, ceiling tiles, plaster 
  and fiberglass.
- Adjusts to exact hole size needed.
- Dust collector shield.
- Designed to reduce kickback.
- Economical replaceable blades.

90300 - 1 7/8″ – 12″
90400 - 1 7/8″ – 17″
90200 - 1 7/8″ – 9″
90199 - Replacement Pilot Bit
90VT / 90VH - Replacement Blade

Part# 48000 

Part# 48020 
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